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ABSTRACT 

Centromeres are epigenetically specified by the histone H3 variant CENP-A and typically associated to 

highly repetitive satellite DNA. We previously discovered natural satellite-free neocentromeres in Equus 

caballus and E. asinus. Here, through ChIP-seq with an anti-CENP-A antibody, we found an extraordinarily 

high number of centromeres lacking satellite DNA in the zebras E. burchelli (15 of 22) and E. grevyi (13 of 

23), demonstrating that the absence of satellite DNA at the majority of centromeres is compatible with 

genome stability and species survival and challenging the role of satellite DNA in centromere function. Nine 

neocentromeres are shared between the two species in agreement with their recent separation. We de novo 

assembled all neocentromeric regions and improved the reference genome of E. burchelli. Sequence analysis 

of the CENP-A binding domains revealed that they are LINE-1 and AT-rich with four of them showing 

DNA amplification. In the two zebras, satellite-free centromeres emerged from centromere repositioning or 

following Robertsonian fusion. In five chromosomes, the centromeric function arose near the fusion points, 

which are located within regions marked by traces of ancestral pericentromeric sequences. Therefore, 

besides centromere repositioning, Robertsonian fusions are an important source of satellite-free centromeres 

during evolution. Finally, in one case, a neocentromere was seeded on an inversion breakpoint. At eleven 

chromosomes, whose primary constrictions seemed to be associated to satellite repeats by cytogenetic 

analysis, neocentromeres were instead located near the ancestral inactivated satellite-based centromeres, 

therefore, the centromeric function has shifted away from a satellite repeat containing locus to a satellite-free 

new position.  

 
INTRODUCTION 

Centromeres are essential nucleoprotein structures of eukaryotic chromosomes responsible for the correct 

segregation of sister chromatids during cell division. Centromeres are epigenetically specified by the histone 

H3 variant CENP-A, the hallmark of a functional centromere (Allshire and Karpen 2008). Mammalian 

centromeres are typically associated to extended arrays of tandemly iterated sequences (satellite DNA), 

which are divergent and represent the most rapidly evolving components of genomes (Plohl, et al. 2014). 

The presence of such sequences has hampered comprehensive molecular analysis of these intriguing loci. 

Our discovery that equids are characterized by centromeres completely devoid of satellite DNA made these 

species an exceptional model system for dissecting the molecular architecture of mammalian centromeres as 

well as understanding the mechanisms driving centromere birth and maturation during evolution (Wade, et 

al. 2009; Piras, et al. 2010; Purgato, et al. 2015; Giulotto, et al. 2017; Nergadze, et al. 2018; Roberti, et al. 

2019).  

The family of Equidae, with its only extant genus, the Equus (horses, asses and zebras), belongs to the order 

Perissodactyla together with Tapiridae (tapirs) and Rhinocerotidae (rhinoceroses). While the karyotypes of 

Tapiridae and Rhinocerotidae remained quite stable during evolution and resemble the putative perissodactyl 

ancestral karyotype, characterized by high chromosomal number and a prevalence of acrocentric 

chromosomes (Trifonov, et al. 2008), Equus karyotypes underwent a rapid evolution after their divergence 

from the common ancestor, dated around 4 million years ago (Mya) (Orlando, et al. 2013). The most recent 
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radiation events, which differentiated asses and zebra species, date back to less than 1 Mya and many species 

and subspecies emerged in this short evolutionary time (Trifonov, et al. 2008; Trifonov, et al. 2012; Jónsson, 

et al. 2014). The extensive karyotype reshuffling that occurred during equids speciation is due to 

chromosome rearrangement and centromere repositioning, that is the shift of the centromeric function 

without sequence rearrangement (Carbone, et al. 2006; Piras, et al. 2010; Trifonov, et al. 2012). These 

phenomena led to the evolution from the ancestral karyotype, with the majority of chromosomes being 

acrocentric, to karyotypes with a reduced chromosomal number, mainly composed by meta- and sub-

metacentrics. Our previous cytogenetic analyses suggested that several of these chromosomes harbor 

satellite-free centromeres (Carbone, et al. 2006; Piras, et al. 2010) while displaying blocks of satellite DNA 

sequences at non-centromeric chromosome ends, as relics of the inactivated centromeres from the ancestral 

acrocentrics. We then characterized, at molecular level, neocentromeres deriving from centromere 

repositioning events in horse and donkey (Wade, et al. 2009; Nergadze, et al. 2018). The position of these 

peculiar centromeres, identified as CENP-A binding domains, can slide within a relatively wide region, 

probably limited by epigenetic boundaries. These domains were defined epialleles and the phenomenon was 

called centromere sliding (Purgato, et al. 2015; Nergadze, et al. 2018).  

ChIP-seq experiments performed with an anti-CENP-A antibody on individuals from families composed by 

donkeys, horses and their hybrid offspring (mule/hinny) revealed that such epialleles are inherited as 

Mendelian traits, but their position can slide in one generation (Wade, et al. 2009; Nergadze, et al. 2018). 

Conversely, the position of the centromere is stable during mitotic propagation of cultured cells grown for 

several population doublings, suggesting that the sliding can presumably take place during meiosis (Wade, et 

al. 2009; Nergadze, et al. 2018). 

Sequence analysis of the donkey satellite-free centromeric domains demonstrated that five neocentromeres 

were characterized by novel tandem repetitions. These amplified genomic sequences are chromosome 

specific, with amplified units ranging in size from a few to tens of kilobases (Wade, et al. 2009; Nergadze, et 

al. 2018). The repeat copy number was variable in different individuals, suggesting the existence of 

polymorphism in the population. We suggested that these amplified DNA may represent an intermediate 

evolutionary stage toward satellite DNA formation during the process of centromere maturation (Wade, et al. 

2009; Nergadze, et al. 2018). According to this model, after centromere inactivation, associated satellite 

sequences are maintained at the original site while the newly born centromere is completely devoid of 

satellite sequences. Subsequently, satellite DNA is gradually lost at the locus of the ancestral centromere, 

while, at the functional satellite-free centromere, sequence amplification may occur before complete 

maturation via satellite DNA acquisition.   

Besides centromere repositioning, it is well described that Robertsonian translocations, which involve centric 

fusion of two acrocentric chromosomes, marked the rapid karyotype reshaping of zebras (Piras, et al. 2010; 

Musilova, et al. 2013), whose centromeres still lack a molecular characterization. According to current 

taxonomy, there are three zebra species, namely plains zebra (Equus quagga, also known as Equus 

burchelli), Grevy’s zebra (Equus grevyi) and mountain zebra (Equus zebra) (Ransom and Kaczensky 2016).  
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In previous work, we described the localization of satellite DNA families by FISH in Burchell’s zebra and 

Grevy’s zebra, showing that several centromeres are devoid of satellite DNA at cytogenetic resolution (Piras, 

et al. 2010). The aim of the present work was to identify and characterize at molecular level satellite-free 

centromeres in the two zebras and to test whether Robertsonian fusions played any role in neocentromere 

formation.  

 

RESULTS 

Burchell’s zebra reference genome. In 2020, a de novo chromosome-length assembly for the Burchell’s 

zebra (Equus_quagga_HiC) was released by the DNA Zoo team (https://www.dnazoo.org). Since this 

assembly contains scaffolds corresponding to entire zebra chromosomes but lacking chromosome 

assignment, we performed a whole-genome alignment of the Equus_quagga_HiC assembly to the horse 

genome and assigned the scaffolds to specific horse chromosomes using EquCab3.0 as reference. Since the 

horse and the Burchell’s zebra genomes share high sequence identity (Jónsson, et al. 2014) and chromosome 

orthologies are well described (Musilova, et al. 2013), taking advantage of the sub-chromosomal 

comparative maps between horse and Burchell’s zebra (Musilova, et al. 2013), we assigned chromosome 

numbers to the 22 Burchell’s zebra chromosomal scaffolds (Supplementary Figure S1). The results showed 

that fourteen scaffolds were correctly oriented compared to the direction previously determined by 

comparative cytogenetics (Musilova, et al. 2013) whereas nine scaffolds, corresponding to  chromosomes 2, 

6, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 21 and X, had a reverse orientation. 

 

Identification and sequence assembly of satellite-free centromeres in Burchell’s zebra. In previous work 

we described several centromeres from Equus burchelli (Burchell’s zebra) lacking detectable satellite repeats 

at the cytogenetic level (Piras, et al. 2010). To identify satellite-free CENP-A binding domains of Burchell’s 

zebra at molecular level, a ChIP-seq experiment with an antibody against CENP-A was carried out on 

primary skin fibroblasts. The ChIP-seq reads were mapped both on the Burchell’s zebra 

(Equus_quagga_HiC) assembly and on the horse (EquCab3.0) reference genome, which remains the best 

assembled genome sequence among equids (Wade, et al. 2009; Kalbfleisch, et al. 2018). Using the pipeline 

that we developed for satellite-free centromeres in the donkey (Nergadze, et al. 2018), genomic regions, 

enriched for CENP-A binding, were identified. In Figure 1A and B, the graphical representation of the 

CENP-A enrichment peaks found using as reference EquCab3.0 or Equus_quagga_HiC, respectively, is 

shown. Map positions of the enrichment peaks are reported in Supplementary Table S1. These peaks, which 

correspond to satellite-free centromeres, were located on 15 out of the 22 chromosomes. Thirteen of these 

chromosomes (4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and X) are meta- or sub-metacentric while two of them 

(20 and 21) are acrocentric.  

Satellite-free CENP-A binding domains on chromosomes 4, 9, 10, 12, 16, 20, 21 and X were identified on 

orthologous positions in both reference genomes (Figure 1A and B, Supplementary Table S1). For 

chromosome 6, a CENP-A binding domain was detected only in the zebra assembly suggesting that the 
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orthologous horse locus is highly rearranged. A detailed analysis of this centromere, which is reported in a 

following paragraph, confirms this hypothesis. On the contrary, the centromeric domains of chromosomes 7, 

8, 14, 15, 17 and 18 were detected only in the horse reference genome suggesting that these loci are not 

properly assembled in the DNA Zoo Equus_quagga_HiC scaffolds.  

Although some peaks showed a fairly regular Gaussian-like shape (such as those on chromosomes 4 and 20), 

some of them were irregular and contained several gaps on both reference genomes (such as those on 

chromosome 10 and 18). In addition, for several centromeres (such as 9 and 12), the shape and size of the 

peak were different between the two assemblies, reflecting sequence variation between the two species 

and/or sequence gaps. 

To determine more precisely the organization of the CENP-A binding domains at satellite-free centromeres, 

the actual DNA sequence corresponding to the 15 Burchell’s zebra centromeres was assembled from our 

Illumina reads (see Materials and Methods). For each centromeric region, genomic segments ranging in size 

between 67 and 445 kb, containing the CENP-A binding domain, were obtained (accession numbers: 

OM643400-OM643414). We then corrected the Equus_quagga_HiC sequence by replacing the incomplete 

or misassembled centromeric loci with the newly assembled genomic segments of Burchell’s zebra. In 

addition, we adjusted the direction of the chromosomes which were incorrectly oriented in the DNA Zoo 

assembly (2, 6, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 21 and X) (Figure 2, Supplementary Table S2). Two of the newly oriented 

chromosomes (2 and 13) contain satellite-based centromeres. The resulting genome sequence is, from now 

on, called Equus_quagga_cen. In Figure 2, the pairwise genome comparison between EquCab3.0 and 

Equus_quagga_cen chromosomes is shown. The ChIP-seq reads from Burchell’s zebra were then mapped on 

this new reference genome and enrichment peaks, corresponding to CENP-A binding domains, were 

obtained (Figure 1C, Supplementary Table S3). The peak profiles visualized on the new reference genome 

showed that several gaps and irregular shapes were no longer detected and their profiles were improved 

(compare Figure 1 A, B and C). It is worth noticing that, when Equus_quagga_cen was used as reference, 

some CENP-A binding peaks (6, 12, 16 and X) showed a specular shape compared to the peaks obtained 

with the horse and Burchell’s zebra reference genomes. This effect is a consequence of the opposite 

orientation of these chromosomes in the Equus_quagga_cen assembly compared to the other reference 

genomes. In a few cases, such as EBU10, EBU14 and EBU15, two well separated or partially overlapping 

CENP-A binding domains are visible. They probably correspond to different epialleles on the two 

homologous chromosomes in the individual analyzed here and suggest positional variation of satellite-free 

centromeres in the population. 

 

Identification and sequence assembly of satellite-free centromeres in Grevy’s zebra. To describe at the 

molecular level Grevy’s zebra satellite-free centromeres, a ChIP-seq experiment was carried out using the 

anti-CENP-A antibody with Grevy’s zebra fibroblasts. Since a reference genome for this species is not 

available, given the high karyotype (Musilova, et al. 2013) and sequence (Jónsson, et al. 2014) identity with 

the Burchell’s zebra, we mapped the reads on the horse genome (EquCab3.0) and on the Equus_quagga_HiC 
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assembly. As for Burchell’s zebra, we obtained CENP-A enrichment peaks which correspond to satellite-free 

centromeres (Figure 3, Supplementary Table S1). These neocentromeres were identified on 13 out of the 23 

chromosomes. Eleven of these chromosomes (1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, and X) are meta- or sub-

metacentric while two of them (19 and 20) are acrocentric. Eight satellite-free centromeres (5, 9, 10, 11, 15, 

19, 20 and X) were identified on orthologous positions in both reference genomes (Figure 3 A and B). The 

centromeric domains of chromosomes 1, 4 and 16 were detected only in the horse reference genome 

suggesting that these loci are not properly assembled in the Equus_quagga_HiC scaffolds while the CENP-A 

binding domains of chromosomes 3 and 6 were detected only in the zebra assembly suggesting that the 

orthologous horse loci are highly rearranged. 

Several enrichment peaks display irregular shapes due to sequence variation between the Grevy’s zebra and 

the reference genomes. To obtain a more precise reference for the centromeric loci of the Grevy’s zebra, the 

sequence corresponding to the 13 CENP-A binding peaks was assembled from our Illumina reads (see 

Materials and Methods) and contigs spanning between 60 and 370 kb were obtained (accession numbers: 

OM643415-OM643427). Using the approach previously applied by us to the donkey genome (Nergadze, et 

al. 2018), we constructed a chimeric reference genome by replacing the Equus_quagga_cen contigs with the 

othologous newly assembled Grevy’s zebra sequences (Supplementary Table S4). The result was a virtual 

hybrid reference genome, called EBU_EGR_cen, that was then used for mapping ChIP-seq reads to obtain 

refined CENP-A enrichment peaks (Figure 3C, Supplementary Table S5). As shown in Figure 3 C, several 

peak profiles were improved compared to those obtained using EquCab3.0 or Equus_quagga_HiC as 

reference genomes. 

 

Satellite-free centromeres with tandem repetitions. Similar to what previously described for some donkey 

satellite-free centromeres (Nergadze, et al. 2018), two Burchell’s zebra (EBU17 and EBU18) and two 

Grevy’s zebra (EGR1 and EGR16) centromeres display enrichment peaks with a spike-like shape (Figures 

1C and 3C). We previously proved that, in the donkey, such peaks correspond to centromeres characterized 

by tandem repetitions of a sequence that was single-copy in the horse reference genome (Nergadze, et al. 

2018). In particular, the EBU17 centromere has the same shape and resides in the same position of the 

centromere of donkey chromosome 16, which was previously shown to contain tandem repetitions 

(Nergadze, et al. 2018). Thus, we hypothesized that, also in the two zebras, the shape of such peaks indicates 

the presence of centromeric loci with DNA amplification. These loci could not be entirely assembled 

because of their repetitive nature.  

To confirm the presence of tandem repetitions at these centromeres we analyzed the Burchell’s zebra input 

reads mapped on the Equus_quagga_cen reference genome and the Grevy’s zebra input reads mapped on the 

EBU_EGR_cen reference genome. The peaks shown in Figure 4A and C demonstrate that, at the genomic 

loci corresponding to the satellite-free centromeres of EBU17, EBU18, EGR1 and EGR16, multiple copies 

of the underlying genomic sequences are present. To approximately quantify the copy number of these 

repeats we compared the number of input reads mapping at the two Burchell’s zebra loci with the average 
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genome coverage. As shown in Figure 4B, the number of reads at EBU17 and EBU18 centromeres is about 

12.5 and 9.5 times, respectively, compared to genome average. The same analysis was carried out for the 

Grevy’s zebra loci and the number of reads at the EGR1 and at the EGR16 centromeres is about 8.3 and 2.8 

times, respectively, compared to genome average.  

The presence of sequence amplifications was also observed in the contigs that we assembled from our 

Illumina reads. In the EBU18, EGR1 and EGR16 CENP-A binding domains we detected the presence of 

repeated units of about 1.4, 5 and 3.1 kb, respectively (accession numbers: OM643411, OM643415 and 

OM643424). It is important to notice that EBU18 and EGR16 chromosomes are orthologous and their 

CENP-A binding domains are partially overlapping (Supplementary Table S1), suggesting that centromere 

formation and sequence amplification occurred before the separation of the two lineages. 

 

Sequence analysis of the satellite-free centromeres. DNA sequence features of the satellite-free 

centromeres of the two zebra species were compared with the average genome-wide values obtained from 

the Burchell’s zebra genome. The four centromeres containing tandem repetitions were excluded from this 

analysis because we cannot precisely define their complete underlying sequences. As shown in 

Supplementary Figure S2, in both species, the neocentromeres are significantly enriched in LINE-1 while 

depleted in LINE-2 elements, SINEs and DNA elements. On the other hand, the abundance of LTRs does not 

differ from the genome average. Given the enrichment in LINE-1 retrotransposons, we examined the 

sequence of these elements to test whether they are still active. The LINE-1 sequences identified at CENP-A 

binding domains seem transcriptionally silent being devoid of 3’ poly-A tails, often truncated and poorly 

conserved (data not shown) (Doucet, et al. 2015; Ivancevic, et al. 2016).  

Finally, Burchell’s and Grevy’s zebra centromeres showed 37% and 36.6% GC content, respectively, which 

are lower than the genome-wide average of 41.43%. These differences are statistically significant proving 

that these centromeres are AT-rich (Supplementary Figure S2).  

 

Mechanisms of satellite-free centromeres formation in Burchell’s zebra. With the goal of determining 

the mechanisms of neocentromere formation during evolution, we carried out a comparative analysis 

between zebra chromosomes harboring satellite-free centromeres and the orthologous elements from the 

horse, here used as outgroup. Indeed, the horse is considered the closest extant species to the equid ancestor 

and all the centromeres, with the only exception of the one on chromosome 11, are satellite-based.  

Eight of the chromosomes (4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12 and 15) containing a satellite-free centromere were originated 

by fusion of ancestral chromosomes (Figure 5A). In all these chromosomes the ancestral centromeres were 

inactivated. To clarify the relationship between fusion and neocentromere formation, we measured the 

distance between each satellite-free centromere and the fusion point. To this purpose, since in the horse, as in 

the equid ancestor, the elements involved in the fusion are separated, we aligned the chromosomes from the 

Equus_quagga_cen assembly with the orthologous chromosomes from the EquCab3.0 horse assembly. 

Following this procedure, we were able to determine the coordinates of the fusion regions (Supplementary 
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Table S6). These regions correspond to sequences placed on specific chromosomes of the 

Equus_quagga_cen assembly, range in size between about 5 kb and 1.5 Mb, and are not present as such in 

the horse genome assembly. A detailed description of all fusion events, as depicted in Figure 5A, and of the 

fusion regions is reported below.  

EBU4 is a metacentric chromosome deriving from the Robertsonian fusion of two ancestral acrocentric 

elements that correspond to horse chromosomes 18 and 19 (Figure 5A). The satellite-free centromeric region 

of EBU4 is orthologous to a non-centromeric locus on ECA18 and is located at about 6.5 Mb from the fusion 

region (Supplementary Table S6) suggesting that a centromere repositioning event moved the zebra 

centromere far from the fusion point. From these data it is not possible to determine whether centromere 

repositioning occurred before, during or after the fusion event. Interestingly, on the fusion region, we 

detected the presence of an array of 2PI, a satellite that we previously localized at most horse 

pericentromeres (Piras, et al. 2010; Cerutti, et al. 2016), of transposable elements and duplicons shared by 

different horse pericentromeres. All these sequences likely represent relics of the sequences associated to the 

ancestral centromeres which were involved in the Robertsonian fusion and are now inactive.  

EBU6 derived from a fusion between ancestral acrocentrics orthologous to horse chromosomes 23 and 17 

(Figure 5A). The CENP-A binding domain of EBU6 lays in a region that is unique in the Burchell’s zebra 

assembly but shares up to 80% identity with different horse pericentromeric sequences. This is the reason 

why this CENP-A binding domain was only detected when the ChIP-seq reads were mapped on the 

Burchell’s zebra genome while it was not detected when EquCab3.0 was used as reference (Figure 1). The 

organization of this fusion region is depicted in Figure 6A and shows that the CENP-A binding peak lays on 

a sequence sharing high identity with several horse pericentromeres, including the one from ECA 23 (light 

orange line in Figure 6A). The grey region, which contains the fusion point, is a highly rearranged 52 kb 

sequence with no good alignment with ECA23 nor ECA17 pericentromeres. On the other side of the grey 

region, a sequence sharing high identity with the pericentromere of ECA17 was detected (light blue line in 

Figure 6A). In conclusion, in EBU6, the CENP-A binding domain resides in the fusion region, within 

sequences deriving from an ancestral pericentromere. In Figure 6A the position of the CENP-A binding peak 

on Grevy’s zebra chromosome 6 is also reported and will be described in the next paragraph. 

EBU7 derived from the fusion of the ancestral acrocentrics corresponding to ECA2p and ECA15 (Figure 

5A). Its CENP-A binding domain lays in a region orthologous to a non-centromeric locus of ECA15 located 

2 Mb away from the fusion region, where the relics of ancestral pericentromeric sequences, including blocks 

of 2PI and 137sat (Piras, et al. 2010; Nergadze, et al. 2014; Cerutti, et al. 2016) could be observed 

(Supplementary Table S6). Given the distance between the CENP-A binding domain and the fusion point, 

we hypothesize that the neocentromere of EBU7, similarly to EBU4, could be the result of a centromere 

repositioning event which occurred before, during or after the fusion. 

EBU8 derived from a telomere-telomere fusion between elements orthologous to the acrocentric ECA31 and 

the submetacentric ECA4 (Figure 5A). At cytogenetic level, the centromere of EBU8 appears at the same 

position of the ECA4 centromere, however, at the molecular level, the CENP-A binding domain of EBU8 
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corresponds, in the horse, to a non-centromeric locus which is located at a distance of about 500 kb from 2PI 

pericentromeric satellites on ECA4. These observations suggest that the EBU8 centromere is repositioned 

relative to the ancestral ECA4 derived element. At the fusion site, located at 24 Mb from the CENP-A 

binding domain, no pericentromeric-type sequences were detected (Supplementary Table S6) and, although 

EBU8 derived from a telomere-telomere fusion, no telomeric repeats were detected either.  

EBU9 resulted from the centric fusion between the ancestral segments corresponding to ECA21 and ECA8q 

(Figure 5A). The organization of this fusion region is depicted in Figure 6B. The EBU9 CENP-A binding 

domain is orthologous to a satellite-free non-centromeric locus of ECA21 (orange line in Figure 6B) and 

immediately adjacent to a region sharing high identity with ECA21 pericentromeric sequences (light orange 

line in Figure 6B). The fusion point is located at about 260 kb from the CENP-A binding domain, at the 

junction between the pericentromeric sequences derived from the ECA21 (light orange) and the ECA8q 

(blue in Figure 6B) ancestral elements. Moreover, in the junction region, 2PI and 137sat satellites (boxed in 

Figure 6B) can still be detected as traces of the ancient pericentromeres (Supplementary Table S6). Similar 

to EBU6, this satellite-free centromere resides very close to the fusion point. In Figure 6B the position of the 

CENP-A binding peak on Grevy’s zebra chromosome 11 is also reported and will be described in the next 

paragraph. 

EBU10 derived from the fusion between ancestral elements corresponding to horse chromosomes 10q and 11 

(Figure 5A). We previously demonstrated that horse chromosome 11 is totally deprived of satellite repeats 

and its centromere emerged from repositioning (Wade, et al. 2009; Piras, et al. 2010). Therefore, as shown in 

Figure 5A, ECA11 does not represent the ancestral configuration which is instead retained by the acrocentric 

chromosome 23 from E. kiang (Musilova, et al. 2013). EBU10 derived from a centric fusion and by a 

repositioning event that brought the centromere on the region orthologous to ECA10q. At the fusion site, that 

is located 4 Mb away from the CENP-A binding domain, arrays of 2PI and 137sat satellites were found 

(Supplementary Table S6).  

EBU12 resulted from the fusion of three acrocentric chromosomes corresponding to horse chromosomes 22, 

30 and 29 (Figure 5A). Its CENP-A binding domain corresponds to a non-centromeric locus on ECA22 and 

is located 10 Mb away from the ECA22/ECA30 fusion site, suggesting that this neocentromere emerged 

from repositioning. Also in this case, the fusion region contains arrays of the 2PI pericentromeric satellite 

(Supplementary Table S6). 

EBU15 derives from the fusion between ancestral elements corresponding to horse chromosomes 12 and 6p 

(Figure 5A). The organization of this fusion region is depicted in Figure 6D. The CENP-A binding domain 

of EBU15 is orthologous to a non-centromeric horse locus which is located at a distance of about 1.1 Mb 

from the pericentromeric satellite of ECA12 (Figure 6D). The p-arm of EBU15 and the q-arm of ECA12 are 

not colinear but several rearrangements, including two previously undescribed inversions, occurred (Figure 

5A). In addition, in the region immediately surrounding the centromere, two relatively small inversions 

differentiate the Burchell’s zebra and the horse genomes (Figure 6D). Interestingly, one of the breakpoints of 

this complex rearrangement falls exactly at the border of the satellite-free CENP-A binding domain, and 
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contains pericentromeric 2PI repeats (yellow in Figure 6D).  It is tempting to speculate that this break was 

involved in the inactivation of the ancestral centromere and in the formation of the new one.  

In Figure 5B, the Burchell’s zebra chromosomes which carry satellite-free centromeres and did not derive 

from fusions (chromosomes 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21 and X) are depicted.  They correspond to entire horse 

chromosomes or chromosome arms.  

In the case of EBU14, previous cytogenetic comparative maps showed that the ancestral configuration is not 

represented by the horse chromosome 7 but rather by the Hartmann’s zebra chromosome 14 (Musilova, et al. 

2013). Indeed, EBU14 is colinear with the ancestral chromosome but carries a repositioned satellite-free 

centromere while ECA7 derived from a pericentromeric inversion.  

EBU16 and EBUX are submetacentric chromosomes entirely colinear with ECA9 and ECAX, respectively. 

In a previous cytogenetic study, the two Burchell’s zebra centromeres were considered at the same position 

of the horse ones (Musilova, et al. 2013). Here, sequence analysis allowed us to demonstrate that EBU16 and 

EBUX carry satellite-free centromeres which are orthologous to horse non centromeric loci (Supplementary 

Table S1).  

EBU17 and EBU18 are entirely colinear with ECA5q and with the acrocentric chromosome ECA24, 

respectively (Piras, et al. 2009; Musilova, et al. 2013). Their centromeres moved from the ancestral terminal 

position to a new position void of satellite DNA, leading to the formation of metacentric chromosomes.  

Finally, from previous cytogenetic analysis (Musilova, et al. 2013) EBU20 and EBU21 were considered 

identical to their horse acrocentric orthologs, ECA26 and ECA28, respectively. Here we found that a 

satellite-free centromere is present on these two Burchell’s zebra chromosomes and that their CENP-A 

binding domains are located 4.9 and 1.7 Mb away from their p-arm terminus, respectively (Supplementary 

Table S3). The horse loci orthologous to these two neocentromeres do not contain functional centromeres. 

Satellite repeats, remnants of the ancestral satellite-based centromeres, are now located on the short arm 

(Piras, et al. 2010). Therefore, the short arms of EBU20 and EBU21 are a few Mb longer than the horse 

ones.  

 

Mechanisms of satellite-free centromeres formation in Grevy’s zebra. We investigated the mechanisms 

of neocentromere formation in Grevy’s zebra. As mentioned above, a reference genome was not available 

for this species but, given the high karyotype (Musilova, et al. 2013) and sequence (Jónsson, et al. 2014) 

identity with Burchell’s zebra, we used our Burchell’s zebra genome assembly (Equus_quagga_cen) and the 

hybrid genome (EBU_EGR_cen) as reference. 

In Grevy’s zebra, chromosomes 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10 and 11 were originated by fusions and carry a satellite-

free centromere (Figure 7A). In all these chromosomes the ancestral centromeres were inactivated. At the 

cytogenetic level, chromosomes 1, 3, 5, 6 and 10 are colinear with Burchell’s zebra chromosomes 1, 3, 5, 6 

and 10, respectively, suggesting that these fusion events occurred in the common ancestor of the two species 

(Musilova, et al. 2013). Differently, Grevy’s zebra chromosomes 4, 9 and 11 derived from lineage-specific 

fusion events. A description of all fusion events, as depicted in Figure 7A, is reported below. 
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EGR1 derived from the fusion of ancestral elements corresponding to horse chromosomes 6q, 25 and 16 

(Figure 7A). Interestingly, this chromosome, which is characterized by a satellite-free centromere, is 

orthologous to EBU1 whose centromere, being satellite-based, could not be precisely mapped. At the 

cytogenetic level, the EBU1 and EGR1 centromeres appear at the same position but, through sequence 

analysis, we showed that the CENP-A binding domain of EGR1 is located at a distance of 10 Mb from the 

fusion region between ECA6q and ECA25 (Supplementary Table S6) suggesting that a repositioning event 

moved this centromere far from the fusion point. The sequence of this neocentromere, which is characterized 

by the presence of amplifications, could not be found in the Burchell’s zebra genome assembly (Figure 3).   

EGR3 derived from a centric fusion involving two ancestral acrocentric chromosomes orthologous to horse 

chromosomes 2q and 3q (Myka, et al. 2003) and is colinear with EBU3. The organization of this fusion 

region is depicted in Figure 6C. While EBU3 contains a satellite-based centromere, the CENP-A binding 

domain of EGR3 resides on a sequence that is unique in Burchell’s zebra but shares high identity with 

several horse pericentromeres, including the one from horse chromosome 3q (Figure 6C). This is the reason 

why this neocentromere was detected in the Burchell’s zebra assembly but not in the EquCab3.0 reference 

genome (Figure 3). The fusion point lays about 500 kb upstream of the centromeric domain where a good 

alignment with ECA2q pericentromeric sequences was observed (light orange in Figure 6C). The presence of 

the CENP-A binding domain within the ancestral pericentromeric sequences suggests that the centric fusion 

contributed to neocentromere formation.  

EGR4 derived from the fusion of two ancestral elements corresponding to horse chromosome 5q and 

Hartmann’s zebra chromosome 14, which is orthologous to Burchell’s zebra chromosome 14 (Figure 5A and 

7A). The neocentromere of EGR4 lays in the same position of the one on EBU14 (Supplementary Table S1), 

suggesting that a centromere repositioning event occurred in the common ancestor of the two zebra species 

before the fusion with the ECA5q element in the Grevy’s zebra lineage.  

EGR5 is orthologous to EBU5 (Musilova, et al. 2013), however, although the centromere of EGR5 is 

satellite-free, the one from EBU5 is satellite-based (Piras, et al. 2010). EGR5 was originated by the fusion 

between ancestral elements corresponding to horse chromosomes 13 and 14. From previous cytogenetic 

analysis, an inversion was identified in the EGR5 segment orthologous to ECA13 (Musilova, et al. 2013). 

Our sequence analysis confirmed that the EGR5 neocentromere is contained in the inverted region (Figure 

7A). The EGR5 CENP-A binding domain is located 4.8 Mb away from the fusion site which contains 2PI 

satellite arrays (Supplementary Table S6).  

EGR6, deriving from the centric fusion between elements corresponding to ECA17 and ECA23 (Figure 7A), 

is orthologous to EBU6 which was described above (Figure 5A). Notably, the CENP-A binding domain of 

EGR6 is only 13 kb away from the 52 kb region containing the fusion point. As shown in Figure 6A, the 

CENP-A binding domains of the neocentromeres on EGR6 and EBU6 are located only 278 kb apart on the 

reference genome (Figure 6A and Supplementary Table S1).  

EGR9 is partially orthologous to EBU4 (Musilova, et al. 2013) (Figure 5A and 7A). These two 

chromosomes derive from different fusion events both involving an ancestral element corresponding to horse 
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chromosome 18. In EGR 9 this element was fused with an element orthologous to horse chromosome 22 

(Figure 7A) while in EBU4 it was fused with an element orthologous to horse chromosome 19 (Figure 5A). 

In EGR9 and in EBU4 the satellite-free centromere is localized in the same genomic region on the ECA18 

derived element (Supplementary Table S1) at about 6.5 Mb from the fusion region.  

EGR10 is orthologous to EBU10 (Musilova, et al. 2013) (Figure 5A and 7A). These two chromosomes carry 

their satellite-free centromeres in the same genomic locus at about 4 Mb from the fusion site (Supplementary 

Table S1 and S6), suggesting that chromosome fusion and neocentromere formation occurred in their 

common ancestor. 

EGR11 is partially orthologous to EBU9 (Musilova, et al. 2013) (Figure 5A and 7A). EGR11 and EBU9 

derive from different fusion events involving an ancestral element corresponding to ECA21. The 

organization of this fusion region is depicted in Figure 6B. In EGR11 this element was fused with an element 

corresponding to ECA19 (Figure 7A) while in EBU9 it was fused with an element corresponding to ECA8q 

(Figure 5A). The EGR11 CENP-A binding domain is orthologous to a satellite-free non-centromeric locus 

on ECA21 and lays in the same chromosomal locus of the satellite-free centromere of EBU9 (Figure 6B). 

These neocentromeres are adjacent to the fusion region (Figure 6B).  

The remaining Grevy’s zebra chromosomes carrying a neocentromere (EGR15, 16, 19, 20 and X) 

correspond to entire horse chromosome or chromosome arms and are entirely colinear with them (Figure 

7B). All these centromeres reside in genomic regions orthologous to non-centromeric regions in the horse. 

The CENP-A binding domains of EGR15, 16, 20 and X are located in the same genomic position of the ones 

of their Burchell’s zebra orthologs (EBU16, 18, 20 and X), suggesting that they were originated before the 

separation of the two lineages. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Identification of neocentromeres in Burchell’s and Grevy’s zebra. The DNA Zoo team recently released 

the first genome assembly for the Burchell’s zebra (Equus_quagga_HiC). This genome sequence contains 

scaffolds that correspond to entire zebra chromosomes but lack chromosome assignment. In this work, 

thanks to the availability of sub-chromosomal comparative maps between the Burchell’s zebra and the horse 

(Musilova, et al. 2013), we improved the DNA Zoo assembly by assigning chromosome numbers to 

scaffolds and adjusting the direction of some chromosomes. To further improve the Burchell’s zebra 

reference genome we replaced the regions surrounding the 15 satellite-free centromeres with sequences that 

we de novo assembled from our ChIP-seq reads. 

The new assembly was also used as reference to identify the 13 satellite-free centromeres of Grevy’s zebra, a 

species closely related to Burchell’s zebra but still lacking a reference genome.  

This work allowed us to demonstrate, at the DNA sequence level, that Burchell’s zebra and Grevy’s zebra 

are characterized by an extraordinary high number of centromeres completely devoid of satellite DNA. 

Indeed, as for the donkey (Nergadze, et al. 2018), more than half of their chromosomes have satellite-free 
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centromeres, further proving that the absence of satellite DNA at centromeric domains is compatible with 

genome stability and species survival.  

Using this approach, we could not obtain ChIP-seq peaks from the satellite-based centromeres because their 

corresponding reads could not be mapped on specific chromosomes.  

Previous work from our laboratory demonstrated that the position of satellite-free centromeric domains can 

vary in the horse and donkey populations (Purgato, et al. 2015; Nergadze, et al. 2018; Cappelletti, et al. 

2019). Here, although we analyzed only one individual from each species, we were able to observe, in a few 

cases, two well separated CENP-A binding domains, corresponding to different epialleles on the two 

homologs. This observation confirms that the phenomenon of centromere sliding that we previously 

observed in horse and donkey is occurring also in the two zebras.  

Seven Burchell’s zebra centromeres (from EBU6, EBU7, EBU8, EBU9, EBU16, EBU17, EBU18 

chromosomes) and nine Grevy’s zebra centromeres (from EGR1, EGR3, EGR4, EGR5, EGR6, EGR10, 

EGR11, EGR15, EGR16 chromosomes) were shown to lack satellite DNA at the FISH resolution level 

(Piras, et al. 2010). Here we confirmed, at the DNA sequence level, that they are completely satellite-free. 

However, not all the satellite-free centromeres identified in the present work coincide with those described in 

our previous cytogenetic analysis (Piras, et al. 2010). The first discrepancy concerns several chromosomes 

whose primary constrictions seemed to be associated to satellite repeats (EBU4, EBU10, EBU12, EBU14, 

EBU15, EBU20, EBU21, EBUX, EGR9, EGR19, EGR20) (Piras, et al. 2010). In the present work, we found 

that the CENP-A binding domains of these chromosomes lay on single-copy regions. We propose that these 

satellite-free neocentromeres formed relatively close to highly repetitive tandem repeats cytogenetically 

coinciding with primary constrictions. The satellite repeats previously observed by FISH may correspond to 

ancestral centromeric domains that are now inactive while the CENP-A binding domains lay on single-copy 

regions. These observations indicate that the centromeric function has shifted away from a satellite repeat 

containing locus to a satellite-free new position and confirm that satellite DNA sequences are not sufficient 

nor necessary for specifying centromere function.  

In addition, at seven Grevy’s zebra chromosomes (EGR2, EGR8, EGR13 EGR14, EGR17, EGR18, EGR22), 

although no satellite FISH signals were detected in our previous cytogenetic analysis, we did not identify, in 

the present study, satellite-free centromeres by ChIP-seq. It is possible that, at these “elusive” centromeres, 

short or chromosome specific tandem arrays, undetectable at the FISH resolution level, are present. 

Alternatively, since a Grevy’s zebra reference genome is not available, it is possible that their CENP-A 

binding domains lay on single copy regions that may be absent both in the Burchell’s zebra and in the horse 

assemblies suggesting that the number of Grevy’s zebra neocentromeres may be underestimated.  

 

DNA sequence composition of neocentromeres. The extraordinary high number of sequenced satellite-free 

centromeres allowed us to investigate whether any conserved sequence feature is present at these genomic 

regions. As previously shown for the donkey satellite-free centromeres (Nergadze, et al. 2018), the 

Burchell’s and Grevy’s zebra centromeres are LINE-1 rich. Although not universal, the presence of 
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retroelements is common at the centromeres of many mammals, insects, plants and fungi (Plohl, et al. 2008; 

Longo, et al. 2009; Klein and O'Neill 2018; Yadav, et al. 2018; Chang, et al. 2019) while it is still under 

debate whether these elements might promote genome instability of these regions. Although, at some 

sporadic human neocentromeres, LINE elements can be active (Chueh, et al. 2005; Marshall, et al. 2008; 

Chueh, et al. 2009; Barra and Fachinetti 2018), in the evolutionary satellite-free centromeres described here, 

the LINE-1 elements seem to be inactive. 

It is well described that LINE-1 elements are preferentially inserted into AT-rich sequences which display 

low nucleosome occupancy (Sultana, et al. 2019). AT richness is a typical feature of centromeres in a 

number of organisms (Clarke and Carbon 1985; Marshall, et al. 2008; Talbert and Henikoff 2020) and might 

favor the adoption of a non-B DNA configuration which is usually found at centromeres (Kasinathan and 

Henikoff 2018; Talbert and Henikoff 2020). It was recently shown that AT-rich exogenous DNA is also 

capable of functioning as a centromere in the model organism Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Barbosa, et al. 

2022). As previously shown for the 16 satellite-free donkey centromeres (Nergadze, et al. 2018), the 

neocentromeres of the two zebras are AT-rich as well suggesting that such sequence feature may favor 

CENP-A binding and other epigenetic modifications.  

Sequence analysis revealed that, in two Burchell’s zebra (from EBU17 and EBU18) and in two Grevy’s 

zebra (from EGR1 and EGR16) neocentromeres, amplification of DNA sequences occurred. We previously 

proposed that evolutionary new centromeres, initially devoid of satellite DNA, can undergo a process of 

“maturation” during their evolution through the acquisition of satellite DNA (Piras, et al. 2010). In this view, 

the presence of duplications, that we previously observed also at a subset of donkey neocentromeres, has 

been interpreted as the first step of centromere “satellitization” (Nergadze, et al. 2018). At EBU18 and 

EGR16, which are orthologous and completely colinear, the CENP-A binding domains are partially 

overlapping on the reference genomes, suggesting that centromere formation and sequence amplification 

occurred before the separation of the two lineages. Although in the commonly accepted phylogenetic tree of 

equids (Jónsson, et al. 2014) the lineages of donkey and Burchell’s zebra are separated, EBU17 is 

orthologous and completely colinear with donkey chromosome 16 and their centromeres are both 

characterized by the presence of amplifications (Nergadze, et al. 2018). A possible explanation of this 

finding is that centromere repositioning occurred in a common ancestor of asses and zebras and that lineage 

sorting or chromosome rearrangement was then responsible for maintaining this centromere only in these 

two lineages. Alternatively, we can hypothesize that independent repositioning events occurred in the two 

lineages at a hotspot for neocentromere formation similar to what already observed for human clinical 

neocentromeres (Marshall, et al. 2008). Another observation supporting this hypothesis is the formation of 

clinical neocentromeres at positions corresponding to ancestral non-human primate centromeres, where 

presumably a latent centromere forming potentiality persisted (Ventura, et al. 2004; Capozzi, et al. 2009; 

Rocchi, et al. 2012). 
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Conservation of centromeric domains. The Burchell’s and the Grevy’s zebras share 13 orthologous 

chromosomes which are identical at the cytogenetic level (Trifonov, et al. 2012; Musilova, et al. 2013). In 

the present work we demonstrated that in only one of the couples of orthologs (EBU2/EGR2) both 

centromeres are satellite-based while six out of these couples (EBU6/EGR6, EBU10/EGR10, 

EBU16/EGR15, EBU18/EGR16, EBU20/EGR20 and EBUX/EGRX) harbor a satellite-free centromere in 

the same locus, suggesting that neocentromere formation occurred in the common ancestor of the two 

species. These evolutionary new centromeres did not have the time to acquire the typical complexity of 

mammalian centromeres. This situation is consistent with the evolutive youth of these species, which 

emerged about 1.4 million years ago (Jónsson, et al. 2014). On the other hand, six orthologous pairs 

(EBU1/EGR1, EBU3/EGR3, EBU7/EGR7, EBU8/EGR8, EBU15/EGR14, EBU19/EGR19) are 

cytogenetically colinear but we could detect a satellite-free centromere in one of the two zebras only. The 

EBU19 and EGR19 orthologs are small chromosomes that were described as acrocentric (Musilova, et al. 

2013). In EGR19, the centromere might have been repositioned very close to the terminal position while the 

ancestral satellite-based centromere was maintained in EBU19. All the other pairs of orthologs with 

divergent centromeres derived from fusion events. Two alternative explanations can be proposed to explain 

these observations: 1) Independent fusion events involving the same ancestral elements and inactivation of 

the old centromeres occurred in the two species. In this scenario, only one of the two fusion events was 

successively accompanied by the formation of a satellite-free centromere; 2) Chromosome fusion and 

neocentromere formation, occurred in the common ancestor of the two zebras but then centromere 

maturation took different routes in the two species generating new satellite repeats in one species only. In 

this scenario, for each pair of orthologous chromosomes, the centromere of a species acquired new satellite 

DNA sequences, reaching the typical complexity of mammalian centromeres, while in the other lineage the 

“immature” satellite-free centromere was maintained. The case of EBU1 and EGR1 may support the second 

possibility: in EBU1 a satellite-based centromere is present while in EGR1 a satellite-free centromere with 

amplified sequences may represent an intermediate maturation step.    

There are other pairs of chromosomes, that are only partially colinear, in which both species carry a satellite-

free neocentromere in the same genomic locus (EBU4/EGR9, EBU9/EGR11 and EBU14/EGR4). A possible 

explanation of this finding is that these neocentromeres appeared in a common ancestor and that lineage-

specific fusion events occurred after neocentromere formation. Alternatively, two different Robertsonian 

fusions occurred in the two species and then satellite-free centromeres arose independently in the same 

“centromerization” hot spot.   

 

Mechanisms for satellite-free centromeres formation. The rapid equid evolution was characterized by 

extensive karyotype reshaping. Neocentromere formation and inactivation of old satellite-based centromere 

played a key role in this process. In horse and donkey, the mechanism for satellite-free centromere formation 

was the shift of the centromeric function from an ancestral terminal position to a new interstitial position not 

involving chromosome rearrangement (Carbone, et al. 2006; Wade, et al. 2009; Piras, et al. 2010; Nergadze, 
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et al. 2018). In Burchell’s and Grevy’s zebras we observed several neocentromeres that were generated 

through this mechanism, however chromosome rearrangements, particularly chromosome fusions, were also 

involved. 

Interestingly, the CENP-A binding domain often resides in the fusion regions, on pericentromeric sequences 

derived from the ancestral inactivated centromeres, strongly suggesting that the Robertsonian fusion directly 

triggered the formation of a neocentromere within the fusion region.  

Our sequence analysis revealed that, in zebras, the centromeres of chromosomes derived from Robertsonian 

fusions are different from the ones previously described in mouse (Garagna, et al. 2001; Garagna, et al. 

2014). Cytogenetic analysis showed that, in the mouse, the fusion region maintains long stretches of satellite 

repeats with an anti-parallel symmetry and an equal contribution of the two ancestral telocentric 

chromosomes in the formation of the new satellite-based centromere (Garagna, et al. 2001). On the contrary, 

the molecular analysis presented here showed that, in most zebra Robertsonian fusions, the new centromere 

is satellite-free while the ancestral satellite repeats are lost.  

A peculiar neocentromere is the one on EBU15 where an inversion was probably involved in its formation. 

Indeed, this satellite-free centromere was seeded on an inversion breakpoint.  

It has been suggested that centromere strength is directly correlated with the length of satellite arrays. 

According to this view, the fixation of fused chromosomes can result from meiotic drive and occur when the 

centromere of a bi-armed chromosome is “stronger” than the original centromeres, ending in its preferential 

segregation into the egg during female meiosis (Fishman and Saunders 2008; Chmátal, et al. 2014; Iwata-

Otsubo, et al. 2017; Wei, et al. 2017; Kursel and Malik 2018; Talbert and Henikoff 2020). According to this 

model, extended satellite arrays would allow CENP-A nucleosome expansion resulting in the formation of a 

stronger kinetochore compared to short arrays. On the contrary, the results presented here show that, in 

zebras, neocentromeres completely devoid of satellite DNA are present in fusion chromosomes indicating 

that the contribution of repeated DNA in strengthening the centromere is not universal and that other genetic 

or epigenetic features may guarantee the stability of centromeres. It is also possible that factors such as small 

population size and bottle-neck during evolution may have contributed to the fixation of satellite-free 

centromeres in Robertsonian chromosomes (Trifonov, et al. 2008; Ransom and Kaczensky 2016).  

 

METHODS 

Cell lines. Primary fibroblast cell lines from Burchell’s zebra and Grevy’s zebra were previously described 

(Piras, et al. 2010). The cells were cultured in high-glucose DMEM medium supplemented with 20% fetal 

bovine serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1% penicillin/streptomycin and 2% non-essential amino acids. Cells were 

maintained at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2. 

 

ChIP-seq. Chromatin from primary fibroblasts was cross-linked with 1% formaldehyde, extracted, and 

sonicated to obtain DNA fragments ranging from 200 to 800 bp. Immunoprecipitation was performed as 

previously described (Nergadze, et al. 2018) by using an anti-CENP-A serum (Cappelletti, et al. 2019). 
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Paired-end sequencing was performed through an Illumina HiSeq2500 platform by IGA Technology 

Services (Udine, Italy). 

 

Comparative genomic analysis. Pairwise alignments between whole genomes were performed with 

Chromeister (version 1.5a) (Pérez-Wohlfeil, et al. 2019) available at the European Galaxy web platform 

(https://usegalaxy.eu/) (Afgan, et al. 2016) using default parameters. The aligned genomes were the 

EquCab3.0 horse genome, the Equus_quagga_HiC Burchell’s zebra genome and the modified Burchell’s 

zebra genome we produced, Equus_quagga_cen. The Equus_quagga_HiC draft assembly, available at 

https://www.dnazoo.org/assemblies/Equus_quagga,  was generated by the DNA Zoo consortium from short 

insert-size PCR-free DNA-Seq data using w2rap-contigger (Clavijo, et al. 2017), see (Dudchenko, et al. 

2017; Dudchenko, et al. 2018) for details. The blood sample for in situ Hi-C preparation was donated by a 

female individual named Zena, and obtained from Nancy Nunke (Hearts & Hands Animal Rescue), Greg 

Barsh (Stanford, Hudson Alpha), Ren Larison (UCLA). 

Pairwise alignments between single chromosomes were run locally using the same Chromeister version 

(https://github.com/estebanpw/chromeister) with default parameters. The resulting plots were used to 

evaluate chromosome orthologies and Burchell’s zebra chromosome orientations. Fine-scaled orthologies 

were resolved by BLAT-searching a sequence of interest from the Burchell’s zebra genome against the horse 

EquCab3.0 reference using UCSC Genome Browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html).  

 

Bioinformatic analysis of ChIP-seq data. Reads were aligned with paired-end mode to the reference 

genomes with Bowtie2 aligner (version 2.4.2) (Langmead, et al. 2009; Langmead and Salzberg 2012). 

Normalization of read coverage of the ChIP datasets against the input datasets was performed using 

bamCompare available in the deepTools suite (3.5.0 version) (Ramírez, et al. 2016) using RPKM (Reads Per 

Kilobase per Million mapped reads) normalization in subtractive mode. Normalization of read coverage of 

the input datasets for amplification analysis was performed using bamCoverage available in the deepTools 

suite (Ramírez, et al. 2016) using RPKM (Reads Per Kilobase per Million mapped reads) normalization.  

The resulting coverage files were visualized using Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) software 

(http://software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/home). Peaks were obtained with the R software package 

Sushi (Phanstiel, et al. 2014). Peak calling was performed with MACS2 (version 2.2.7.1) (Zhang, et al. 2008; 

Feng, et al. 2012) using --broad option to identify large enriched genomic regions. We did not include in our 

analysis enriched regions containing satellite arrays. Enriched regions from Equus_quagga_HiC were 

BLAT-searched against EquCab3.0 using UCSC Genome Browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html) to 

confirm the correspondence with the orthologous enriched loci identified in the horse genome. 

 

Assembly of centromeric regions, improvement of the Burchell’s zebra reference genome and 

construction of a chimeric genome. The de novo assembly of centromeric regions from Burchell’s and 
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Grevy’s zebras was performed using an iterative chromosome walking approach based on paired-end ChIP-

seq reads, as previously described (Nergadze, et al. 2018). 

To obtain a refined reference genome for Burchell’s zebra, we first run BLAT (v. 36) (Kent 2002) using the 

assembled contigs as query to identify their incomplete and/or misassembled counterparts in the 

Equus_quagga_HiC scaffolds. The incomplete and/or misassembled sequences were then removed and 

substituted with the newly-assembled centromeric contigs using SAMtools (version 1.11) (Danecek, et al. 

2021). Finally, when the orientation of the Equus_quagga_HiC scaffolds identified through the Chromeister 

tool was reverse, we adjusted it using the Reverse.seq tools (Galaxy Version 1.39.5.0) (Schloss, et al. 2009) 

available at the Galaxy web platform (https://usegalaxy.org/) (Afgan, et al. 2016). 

To obtain a more accurate reference for Grevy’s zebra, the regions orthologous to the newly-assembled 

contigs were identified by BLAT (v. 36) in the Equus_quagga_cen genome. These regions were removed 

and substituted with the Grevy’s zebra centromeric contigs to obtain a chimeric reference genome, as 

previously described (Nergadze, et al. 2018).  

The resulting reference genomes were used to re-map ChIP-seq reads and obtain enrichment peaks, as 

described above. 

 

Sequence analysis of centromeric domains. The presence of DNA amplification at centromeres was 

evaluated by comparing the read counts per kilobase in the centromeric domains with the genome-wide 

average using input reads aligned to the corrected Burchell’s zebra reference genome or to the chimeric 

reference genome. Counts were obtained using SAMtools suite (version 1.11). 

The analysis of the content in repetitive elements in centromeric domains was carried out with RepeatMasker 

(Galaxy Version 4.0.9) (http://www.repeatmasker.org) available at the Galaxy web platform. The same 

analysis was carried out on the entire Burchell’s zebra genome in order to obtain genome-wide values. 

Statistical significance was assessed by t-test using the VassarStats website by comparing the values of 

centromeric genomic regions with the values of genome scaffolds (http://vassarstats.net/). Centromeres 

containing DNA amplifications were excluded from this analysis. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. Satellite-free centromeres in Burchell’s zebra. ChIP-seq reads from primary fibroblasts of 

Burchell’s zebra were mapped on EquCab3.0 (A), Equus_quagga_HiC (B) and Equus_quagga_cen (C). 

CENP-A enriched domains are visualized as peaks. The y-axis reports the normalized read count whereas the 

x-axis reports the coordinates on the reference genome. For each chromosome, genomic windows of the 

same length are plotted. 

Figure 2. Pairwise genome comparison between EquCab3.0 and Equus_quagga_cen.  Chromosome 

numbers were assigned to Equus_quagga_HiC scaffolds corresponding to entire zebra chromosomes. 

Aligned segments between horse (y-axis) and Burchell’s zebra (x-axis) chromosomes are represented as 

lines. Colors indicate chromosomes with satellite-free (purple) and satellite-based (yellow) centromeres. The 

orientation of the chromosomes marked with an asterisk was corrected according to the direction previously 

determined by cytogenetic analysis (Musilova, et al. 2013). 

Figure 3.  Satellite-free centromeres in Grevy’s zebra. ChIP-seq reads from primary fibroblasts of 

Grevy’s zebra were mapped on EquCab3.0 (A), Equus_quagga_HiC (B) and EGR_EBU_cen (C). CENP-A 

enriched domains are visualized as peaks. The y-axis reports the normalized read count whereas the x-axis 

reports the coordinates on the reference genome. For each chromosome, genomic windows of the same 

length are plotted. 

Figure 4. DNA sequence amplification at Burchell’s zebra and Grevy’s zebra satellite-free 

centromeres. A) Profiles of input (not immunoprecipitated) reads from Burchell’s zebra at EBU17 and 

EBU18 centromeric regions. The y-axis reports the RPKM count whereas the x-axis reports the coordinates 

on the reference genome. B) Input read counts per kilobase (y-axis) are shown for EBU17 and EBU18 

neocentromeres and for the whole genome (Equus_quagga_cen). C) Profile of input reads from Grevy’s 

zebra at EGR1 and EGR16 centromeres. The y-axis reports the RPKM count whereas the x-axis reports the 

coordinates on the reference genome. D) Input read counts per kilobase (y-axis) are shown for EGR1 and 

EGR16 neocentromeres and the whole genome (EGR_EBU_cen). 

Figure 5. Comparison between Burchell’s zebra chromosomes with satellite-free centromeres and the 

orthologous horse chromosomes. For each Burchell’s zebra chromosome carrying a satellite-free 

centromere the corresponding orthologous horse chromosomes are shown. For EBU10 and EBU14, the 

ancestral chromosomes, represented by kiang chromosome 23 (EKI23) and Hartmann’s zebra chromosome 

14 (EZH14), respectively, are shown. Inverted segments are indicated with crossed lines. A) EBU 

chromosomes deriving from fusions. B) EBU chromosomes corresponding to entire horse chromosomes or 

chromosome arms.  

Figure 6. Sequence organization of satellite-free centromeric regions deriving from chromosomal 

rearrangements. A) The CENP-A binding peaks of EBU6 and EGR6 on the Equus_quagga_cen reference 

are shown on top. The colored bar schematically represents this Equus_quagga_cen genomic region with 

colors referring to orthologous sequences in the EquCab3.0 horse genome: orange, orthology with ECA23; 

blue, orthology with ECA17; light orange and light blue, orthology with horse pericentromeres, including 
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ECA23 and ECA17, respectively; grey, orthology with several horse pericentromeric sequences not 

including ECA23 and ECA17. The zebra submetacentric chromosomes deriving from the fusion between 

ancestral elements corresponding to ECA23 (orange) and ECA17 (blue) are sketched on the bottom. B)  The 

CENP-A binding peaks of EBU9 and EGR11 on the Equus_quagga_cen reference are shown on top. The 

colored bar schematically represents this Equus_quagga_cen genomic region with colors referring to 

orthologous sequences in the EquCab3.0 horse genome: orange, orthology with ECA21; blue, orthology with 

ECA8q; light orange, orthology with horse pericentromeres, including ECA21; the green box indicates 

satellite DNA. The EBU9 submetacentric chromosome, deriving from the fusion between ancestral elements 

corresponding to ECA21 (orange) and ECA8q (blue), together with the EGR11 submetacentric chromosome, 

deriving from the fusion between ancestral elements corresponding to ECA21 (orange) and ECA19 (light 

grey), are sketched on the bottom. The ECA8 p element, which did not participate in this fusion, is also in 

light grey. C) The CENP-A binding peak of EGR3 on the Equus_quagga_cen reference is shown on top. The 

colored bar schematically represents this genomic region with colors referring to orthologous sequences in 

the EquCab3.0 horse genome: orange, orthology with ECA2q; blue, orthology with ECA3q; light orange and 

light blue, orthology with horse pericentromeres, including ECA2q and ECA3q, respectively. The zebra 

submetacentric chromosome deriving from the fusion between ancestral elements corresponding to ECA2q 

(orange) and ECA3q (blue) are sketched on the bottom. ECA2p and ECA3p, which did not participate in this 

fusion, are in light grey. D) The CENP-A binding peak of EBU15 on the Equus_quagga_cen reference is 

shown on top. The colored bars represent the inverted regions in Equus_quagga_cen and in EquCab3.0. 

Colors mark orthologous segments between Burchell’s zebra and horse genomes. Crossed lines indicate 

inverted segments. Satellite arrays from the ECA12 pericentromere, which are partially assembled in 

EquCab3.0 reference, are in light yellow. 

Figure 7. Comparison between Grevy’s zebra chromosomes with satellite-free centromeres and the 

orthologous horse chromosomes. For each Grevy’s zebra chromosome carrying a satellite-free centromere, 

the corresponding orthologous horse chromosomes are shown. For EGR4 and EGR10, the ancestral 

chromosomes, represented by Hartmann’s zebra chromosome 14 (EZH14) and kiang chromosome 23 

(EKI23), respectively, are reported. Inverted segments are indicated with crossed lines. A) EGR 

chromosomes deriving from fusions. B) EGR chromosomes corresponding to entire horse chromosomes or 

chromosome arms. 
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